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Protection in a global market
Local government, think national, think global, 
act local
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• Climate change and systemic risk. 
• Rating agencies pricing for climate exposure. 

What does Australia face? 

• Extreme weather events are increasingly 
becoming disaster events.

• Direct costs of extreme weather events are 
forecast to increase at an accelerating rate.

• Projected costs projected to rise to
$35 billion in 2050.

• Uninsured losses are likely to result in heavy 
losses to banks. 

• Climate change risks should be taken into 
consideration in policy making.

Source: Insurance Council of Australia. The cost of Extreme Weather, McKell 
Institute report. www.insurancecouncil.com.au. 28 September 2022.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Introduction to me and Marsh’s role. (Will have to note I look after the liability placement trying to avoid reference to insurance as much as possible! Explain theme of preso is looking at climate change through a capital providers lens.Climate change is a ‘systemic risk’. Cuts across us all, all layers of government and from a capital providers perspective one event can impact them in multiple different ways hence need to monitor overall exposures (what they call aggregates).To give as sense of what Australia faces recommend reading the McKell Institute ‘ Cost of Extreme Weather’ report eg Exponential increased in costsRating agencies pricing in ‘climate change exposure’ in their ratings eg cost of finance.As a general comment the people I talk to now talk more about the risk of inflation and climate change than anything else.

http://www.insurancecouncil.com.au/


What does it mean?
Capital providers, are considering climate impacts

Physical assets
• Use models to assess risk, manage 

exposures.
• Primary perils being enhanced for 

secondary perils. 
• “Hard market” for natural catastrophes.

Liability risks
• Must prove negligence
• Regulator pressure. 
• Climate exclusions. 
• Increasing climate change litigation.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Focus just on Physical assets and Liability risks;Physical assets;Use models to assess risk, manage exposuresModels been focused on primary perils, EQ and hurricane, being enhanced for secondary perils eg bushfire, flood including river, flash and costal) , supply chain etcPressure on Property Catastrophe cover growing, less capacityLiability risks;Must prove negligenceFew examples; Townsville (lessons learned from Wyvenhoe – no liability), Black Saturday (role of mutual in co-ordinating councils response – no liability but significant defence costs and Byron Bay costal erosion (negligence found and significant costs paid)Regulator Pressure; like cyber risk was a few years back eg moving from understand the exposure to actively doing something about itSeeing climate exclusions now on Fossil Fuel extraction business, expect those to become more common eg those in the supply chain. 2,000 recorded cases worldwide. Used to enforce or enhance climate commitments of governments or major emitters being broadened to include disingenuous climate commitments and greenwashing. 



• Insurance Council of 
Australia “Building a more 
resilient Australia” report.

• Increase Commonwealth 
resilience funding.

• Establish natural peril data 
centre/sharing of hazard-
related data. 

• Review land use planning 
arrangement and amend 
national building codes. 

• Public/private 
partnerships.

• Leveraging WALGA’s 
mutual. 

• National local 
government vulnerability 
program.

• Parametric insurance. • Moody’s / Chaucer
• Marsh and ESG 
.

A resilient Australia
All levels of government working together 
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Recommendations Pooling Alternative 
Capital

ESG Activity

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Insurance Council of Australia, Building a more resilient Australia report, February 2022. 12 policy areas insurers identified requiring reform, modernization or investment.  Pull of a few of interest;Call for an Increase in Commonwealth resilience funding to A$200m pa, $1B over 5 years. Move away from 90% of  historical funding being on recovery with only 10% on adaptation and mitigation. Disaster Ready Fund introduced. Challenge is for State and territory governments to match!Establish natural peril data centre / sharing of hazard related data for improved planning, analysis, investment and  disaster response. Interesting to me given earlier comments about improving the ‘models’ and leveraging Big Data.Review land use planning arrangement and amend national building codes. Planning exposure is a real potential systemic problem area. Use Christchurch example.Pooling Arrangements; public / private partnerhsips, see a number being talked about eg Pool Re expansion in to cyber terriorism, ‘Grenfell’ pool to help costs of those affected by flammable cladding. Of course we already have a pool through WALGA so this could well be a platform to launch something from.Alternative Capital; Parametric insuranceESG activity; Moody’s now working with insurers specifically on rating clients for the ESG score. In infancy but you can see what’s coming – does the client meet their criteria, how much capital are they willing to replay and at what cost.Marsh can assist with our ESG tool



Thank you
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This document and any recommendations, analysis, or advice provided by Marsh (collectively, the “Marsh Analysis”) are not intended to be taken as advice regarding any individual situation and should not be relied upon as such. This document 
contains proprietary, confidential information of Marsh and may not be shared with any third party, including other insurance producers, without Marsh’s prior written consent. Any statements concerning actuarial, tax, accounting, or legal matters are 
based solely on our experience as insurance brokers and risk consultants and are not to be relied upon as actuarial, accounting, tax, or legal advice, for which you should consult your own professional advisors. Any modelling, analytics, or 
projections are subject to inherent uncertainty, and the Marsh Analysis could be materially affected if any underlying assumptions, conditions, information, or factors are inaccurate or incomplete or should change. The information contained herein is 
based on sources we believe reliable, but we make no representation or warranty as to its accuracy. Except as may be set forth in an agreement between you and Marsh, Marsh shall have no obligation to update the Marsh Analysis and shall have 
no liability to you or any other party with regard to the Marsh Analysis or to any services provided by a third party to you or Marsh. Marsh makes no representation or warranty concerning the application of policy wordings or the financial condition or 
solvency of insurers or re-insurers. Marsh makes no assurances regarding the availability, cost, or terms of insurance coverage.
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